Smart Manufacturing Solutions

DATRON D5 DENTAL MILL
Speed | Precision | Quality

DATRON D5 Dental Mill
Add to your capabilities and fast track your growth!

One-Touch Control

The DATRON D5 is more than just a dental mill. The engineers who developed
this system set out to solve two very specific challenges: 1) Design a highly
precise machine to mill difficult materials like titanium with superior results.
2) Make it easy to use ... even for non-machinists. So, the D5 is the first
industrial machine in the world to be controlled by the touch of an Apple iPad
and is quickly earning a name as the standard for producing implant parts with
superior fit and finish. This includes:
 Titanium Implant Bars and Custom Abutments
 CoCr Screw-Retained Bridges and Crowns
 Crown and Bridge Restorations
Ti, CoCr, Zirconia, PMMA, Wax

Turnkey Integration

With DATRON, you have options. Because the D5 is part of an open system, we
can integrate the machine with your current scanner and CAD/CAM process.
Or, we can draw from our implant machining expertise to configure a complete
system that will ensure continuous, predictable success.

Achieve a Quick ROI

How much is your lab spending on implant bars and abutments per month?
Now, imagine if that cost was reduced by 90% and you were in full control of
the production process!
 Add New Machining Capabilities
 Improve Turnaround Times
 Increase Profitability
Based on your current and projected volumes, we’ll use an ROI calculator to
determine if milling your own implants makes sense for your lab. Based on
feedback from DATRON customers, we’ve learned that a D5 running at full
capacity can be paid off in as little as 4 months!

Rock-Solid Engineering for Precision and Efficiency
With features that keep it running ... even unattended!
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Up to 15 Station Tool Changer
The integrated automatic tool changer features tool
length measurement, tool breakage monitoring,
and tool-life management for maximized reliability
with the most predictable results — all controlled
from an Apple iPad.

HSK Tool Clamping System
The D5‘s tool holding system offers the highest
concentricity of the tool tip and maintains full
clamping force — even at high speeds and heavy
cuts in hard material. This leads to superior
accuracy, less wear on the milling tool, and longer
spindle life. Plus, the HSK clamping system can
accommodate large or small shank tools for added
versatility and better milling results.
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Spray-mist Coolant System
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Automated Blank Changer

The spray-mist coolant system ensures optimum
milling results, long tool life, and coolant
consumption as low as 10 ml/hour. The coolant
level is constantly monitored and refilling is quick
and easy. In contrast to flood coolant, neither a
water circuit nor special filters are necessary; the
coolant simply attaches to the excess metal that
falls into in a scrap drawer for easy disposal.

Integrated automation ensures maximized
production capacity and allows for unmanned
operation — up to 100 consecutive hours. These
systems can be ordered with as few as 2 stations
and expanded up to 8 stations at any time.

Equipped with Heidenhain linear and rotary scales, the DATRON
D5 LS provides an industry-leading accuracy of ± 5 μm and 2 μm
repeatability. This meets the highest demands for precision,
making the D5 LS ideally suited for milling large-span titanium
and chrome cobalt implant parts.

D5 Linear Scales

Linear Scale
This complete abutment,
including interface geometry
and screw channel, was milled
directly from a titanium puck.

Rotary Scale

Including installation and training with digital dental specialists.

When you invest in a DATRON D5, you get the best of both worlds —
dependable, German-engineered technology and a dedicated US support
team. DATRON has been selling, servicing, and supporting industrial
milling solutions for over 17 years in North America. So, you can count on
receiving the highest-quality system along with installation, integration,
and training from specialists who will have you successfully milling
superior parts by the time they leave your facility. Nothing is left to chance.
You can expect this type of service from DATRON for the life of your D5.

German Engineering
North American Support

Technical
Specifications
The D5 Dental Mill Includes:
n

Apple iPad for complete machine control

n

Rotary swivel axis for 5-axis
simultaneous and 3 + 2 machining

n

Cooling system for spindle and drive motor

n

Up to 15-station tool changer with tool-length
sensor and tool-breakage detection

n

Chip container and connection nozzle for suction

n

Integrated automation with up to 8-station
blank changer 		

n

Spray-mist coolant system for metal machining

User Benefits:

Technical Specifications:
Dimensions
(W x H x D)

31” x 75” x 47”

Weight

Approx. 1,984 lbs.

Precision spindle

Jäger 1.8 kW, 50,000 rpm,
HSK-E 25 tool insert

Tool changer

Up to 15 HSK tools with
tool length sensor and
tool breakage recognition

Automation

Up to 8 blanks

Angle ranges
Rotary swivel axis

A: ± 25°; B: ± 45°

Rigidity - industrial-grade construction for
dependability in high-production operations

Workpieces

n

Agility - bring work in house and respond to your
customers needs quickly

Standard dental blanks
with shoulder; ø 98.5 mm

Pneumatic connection

7 bar

n

Precision - accurate milling of complex geometries,
thin-walled indications and delicate crown edges

Supply voltage

3 x 400 VAC/16 A

n

Quality - superior fit and finish on milled parts

Power rating

4.0 kW
(max. fuses 3 x 16A)

n

Speed - reduce turnaround and make money!

n

DATRON Dynamics, Inc. (HQ)
115 Emerson Road
Milford, NH 03055

DATRON Dynamics West
6250 Preston Avenue
Livermore, CA 94551

Phone: 888.262.2833
Internet : www.datron.com
Email: info@datron.com
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German Engineering Backed by Experienced North American Support

